
Welcome to S.H.A.P.E.
Fill out a name tag and pick a marble from the back counter that represents 

you and be ready to explain why.



Being Known 
and 

Knowing Others
Learning to lean into each others strengths 

while protecting each others weaknesses.



Imagine a Plexiglass Tetrahedron….



…and each point represented an aspect of who we are.

Will

Mind Emotions

Spirit



…and you filled it with marbles…



…and each marble represented a mix of those aspects…

= 10% Emotional; 30% Spiritual; 40%Reasoning; 20%Action



…and God made you that way…

= 10% Emotional; 30% Spiritual; 40%Reasoning; 20%Action

You



…and God made me this way…

= 10% Emotional; 30% Spiritual; 40%Reasoning; 20%Action

You

Me

= 30% Emotional; 40% Spiritual; 20%Reasoning; 10%Action



…and it was considered good…

= 10% Emotional; 30% Spiritual; 40%Reasoning; 20%Action

You

Me

= 30% Emotional; 40% Spiritual; 20%Reasoning; 10%Action



…and sin clouded our thinking.

= 10% Emotional; 30% Spiritual; 40%Reasoning; 20%Action

You

Me

= 30% Emotional; 40% Spiritual; 20%Reasoning; 10%Action

Sin



How hard would it be to see and value things the same way?

= 10% Emotional; 30% Spiritual; 40%Reasoning; 20%Action

You

Me

= 30% Emotional; 40% Spiritual; 20%Reasoning; 10%Action



Is there value in learning each others make-up?

= 10% Emotional; 30% Spiritual; 40%Reasoning; 20%Action

You

Me

= 30% Emotional; 40% Spiritual; 20%Reasoning; 10%Action



Is my perspective the only right one ?

= 10% Emotional; 30% Spiritual; 40%Reasoning; 20%Action

You

Me

= 30% Emotional; 40% Spiritual; 20%Reasoning; 10%Action



When should we defer to each others make-up?

= 10% Emotional; 30% Spiritual; 40%Reasoning; 20%Action

You

Me

= 30% Emotional; 40% Spiritual; 20%Reasoning; 10%Action



Discovering Our S.H.A.P.E.

S=Spiritual Gifts

H=Heart

A=Abilities

P=Personality

E=Experiences



Discovering Our S.H.A.P.E.

The first letter “S” is for Spiritual Gifts.

        The word used for spiritual gifts is the word  “charis” 
which is the same word used elsewhere in Scripture as the 
word “grace.”



Discovering Our S.H.A.P.E.

    “ 1Now about the gifts of the Spirit, brothers and sisters, I do 
not want you to be uninformed. … 4 There are different kinds 
of gifts, but the same Spirit distributes them. 5 There are 
different kinds of service, but the same Lord. 6 There are 
different kinds of working, but in all of them and in everyone 
it is the same God at work.7 Now to each one the manifestation 
of the Spirit is given for the common good.” 

                                               I Cor. 12:1;4-7



The Simple Gospel

I Can’t

God Can

Jesus Did

Holy Spirit Does



The Simple Gospel

I Can’t  (This humility is the basis for Grace and should be 
embraced.)

God Can (God gives this Grace power and works to bring 
His glory through our weaknesses.)

Jesus Did (His sacrifice opened the door for this reconciled 
cooperation.)

Holy Spirit Does (We partner with the Holy Spirit by 
discovering and embracing that power for 
transformation.)



A Grace Based Community

Freedom from Masks.

Input from others.

Personal and Corporate Discovery.

Celebration of who we and others are created 
and empowered to be.



Table Discussion

1. Why is living with “I Can’t” so threatening 
for people?

2. Why is it in our interest to rely on God as 
the power for change, rather than relying on 
our own ability to “white knuckle it”?

3. How does God’s supernatural help work to 
promote the Gospel?



A Few Facts about Spiritual Gifts

What they are not: 

Personality Traits

Talents

Fruit of the Spirit

Not for you to spend on you.



A Few Facts about Spiritual Gifts

What they are: 

A God-given special ability, given to every 
believer at conversion by the Holy Spirit, to 
share His love and strengthen the Body of 
Christ.



Exploring Your Spiritual Gifts

See Handout: Exploring Spiritual Gifts

Follow the instructions and see what you 
learn about yourself.

Then confirm your results with 
freeshapetest.com



Discovering Our S.H.A.P.E.

    “3 For by the grace given me I say to every one of you: Do not 
think of yourself more highly than you ought, but rather think 
of yourself with sober judgment, in accordance with the faith 
God has distributed to each of you. 4 For just as each of us has 
one body with many members, and these members do not all 
have the same function, 5 so in Christ we, though many, form 
one body, and each member belongs to all the others.” 

                                               Romans 12:3-5


